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A pioneer in-situ synchrotron X-ray nanodiffraction approach for characterization and visualization

of strain fields induced by nanoindentation in amorphous materials is introduced. In-situ nanoin-

dentation experiments were performed in transmission mode using a monochromatic and highly

focused sub-micron X-ray beam on 40 lm thick Zr-based bulk metallic glass under two loading

conditions. Spatially resolved X-ray diffraction scans in the deformed volume of Zr-based bulk me-

tallic glass covering an area of 40� 40 lm2 beneath the pyramidal indenter revealed two-

dimensional map of elastic strains. The largest value of compressive elastic strain calculated from

diffraction data at 1 N load was �0.65%. The region of high elastic compressive strains (<�0.3%)

is located beneath the indenter tip and has radius of 7 lm. VC 2016 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4939981]

Despite having superior mechanical properties like high

strength and hardness in comparison to crystalline materi-

als,1 the practical applications of bulk metallic glasses

(BMGs) have been limited due to low glass formability and

critical thickness. This situation changed abruptly in the

nineties after the discovery of Zr-based alloys exhibiting

high glass forming ability and thermal stability2 which made

these BMGs attractive for real engineering applications.3

With a focus on structural applications, understanding the

mechanical deformation behavior of BMGs has become im-

portant.4 Among numerous experimental techniques used for

objective characterization of deformation processes in

BMGs, nanoindentation offers high load (micro Newton)

and displacement (sub-nanometer) resolution.5

Nanoindentation has been used to study the rate dependence

of serrated flow6 and different flow regimes in metallic

glasses as a function of temperature.7 The application of

nanoindentation in combination with a technique capable of

directly probing structural changes at atomic level and/or

mapping strain fields with nanometer resolution will be valu-

able in order to reveal structure-property relationships.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used for

direct observation of twin deformation in thin films,8 defor-

mation processes in single-crystal nanoparticles,9 and carbon

nanotubes.10 However, disadvantages of TEM include lim-

ited sample thickness and difficulties in performing strain

mapping, as Keckes et al. have pointed out.11 Ex-situ experi-

ments on composite materials combining indentation with

X-ray diffraction was earlier reported by Barabash et al.12

Plastic deformation caused by indentation and visualized by

X-ray computer tomography was reported by Vertyagina

et al.13 and Mostafavi et al.14 Elastic and plastic bending

experiments on BMGs were reported by Wu et al.15 and

Bednarcik et al.16 Most of these experiments were performed

during past couple of years which highlight that objective

and routine techniques combining mechanical and structural

properties are desired.

Using an in-situ technique where the material is

deformed in a controlled and repeatable manner by nanoin-

dentation and internal changes in its structure are mapped by

X-ray nano- or micro-diffraction represents a non-

destructive method with relatively large penetration depths

of tens to hundreds of microns. X-ray diffraction (XRD)

using synchrotron radiation has proven to be a suitable tool

to study the local atomic structure of metallic glasses and its

evolution during different types of in-situ experiments.16

Yavari et al.17 showed that XRD allows direct measurements

of excess free volumes not only below the glass transmission

temperature Tg like dilatometry but also above Tg when sam-

ples soften. Immediately after Yavari’s contribution, Poulsen

et al.18 proposed the method for strain analysis in MGs using

XRD despite the previous assumptions that X-ray scattering

techniques do not allow accurate measurement of elastic

strain in MGs due to inherent structural disorder.

Subsequently, Hufnagel et al.19 reported that the determina-

tion of elastic strain from diffraction data could be performed

not only in reciprocal space but also in real space as well.

Both, Poulsen and Hufnagel showed that the strain values

measured by XRD in MGs are in good agreement with mac-

roscopic observations in elastic regime.

The main objective of this work is to report the unique

combination of nanoprobe tools, nanoindentation and X-ray

nanodiffraction, for true in-situ experiments that can be used
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to obtain a complex picture of the elastic strain distribution

beneath an indenter. The strain field under the indenter in

loading conditions was mapped by rastering a nano-beam

and analyzing the diffraction patterns.

The combination of nanoindentation and in-situ nanodif-

fraction was demonstrated by two different experiments on

two Zr-based metallic glasses. The first in-situ experiment

was carried out on Zr53Cu18.7Ni12Al16.3 sample by applying

constant load of 1 N. Two-dimensional map of the elastic

strain field underneath the indenter tip is reported. The second

in-situ experiment was carried out on Zr50.7Cu28Ni9Al12.3

specimen at three different loads of 0.5, 1, and 1.5 N. At each

load, a vertical line scan along the loading direction was

performed.

Using high purity raw materials, 5 mm thick, 5 mm wide,

and 60 mm long block samples with nominal composition

Zr53Cu18.7Ni12Al16.3 and Zr50.7Cu28Ni9Al12.3 were prepared

by suction casting in a water-cooled copper mold. Slices with

dimensions of 40 lm thickness and cross section of 5 mm

� 5 mm were cut using a diamond cutter. In-situ X-ray meas-

urements were carried out at Nanofocus Endstation of P0320

situated at the 3rd generation synchrotron source PETRA III

at DESY in Hamburg, Germany. The experimental setup is

schematically described in Figure 1. An Alemnis nanoinden-

tation platform was used for the nanoindentation measure-

ments. Slices of samples were placed onto the sample holder

(Figure 1) and aligned perpendicular to the incoming X-ray

beam. A pyramidal Berkovich tip was used for the indenta-

tion experiments. A microscope mounted on the nanoindenter

was used to position the sample beneath the indenter tip by

utilizing a precise tip-to-optic calibration.

Spatially resolved X-ray diffraction scans were per-

formed during indentation using a nanofocused monochro-

matic photon beam with an energy of 14.73 keV and size of

250� 300 nm2 (w� h), focused by Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors

(KB mirrors). The scanning experiments were realized by

translating the whole nanoindenter set-up in Y and Z direc-

tions (incoming X-ray beam in X-direction, see Figure 1) with

well-defined 1.33 lm steps using a hexapod positioner. XRD

patterns were collected in transmission mode by an area de-

tector (Pilatus 1 M). The exposure time for the individual dif-

fraction patterns was 30 s. In case of the first in-situ
experiment on Zr53Cu18.7Ni12Al16.3 sample at constant load of

1 N, the size of scanned area (40� 40 lm2) was situated right

beneath the sample surface that was indented (see Figure

1(a)). In case of the second in-situ experiment on

Zr50.7Cu28Ni9Al12.3 sample, vertical line scans at three differ-

ent constant loads (0.5, 1, and 1.5 N) were performed (see

Figure 1(b)). The sample to detector distance was set to

190 mm in both cases, which was calibrated using a standard

powder material CeO2. Two-dimensional diffraction data

were radially integrated using the program package Fit2D.21

Such operation yielded diffracted intensity as a function of

scattering vector Q (Q¼ 4psinh/k), where h is the half-

diffraction angle and k is the X-ray wavelength.

For an isotropic glassy material at ambient conditions,

the diffraction patterns are expected to resemble perfectly

circular Debye-Scherrer rings. Under applied stress, the three

strain tensor components (axial, transverse, and shear-in-

plane) can be obtained from the angular variation of the prin-

cipal diffraction peak, as originally proposed by Poulsen

et al.18 As can be seen from Figure 1, only a small part of

the diffraction ring was detected, which was moreover inter-

mittent, due to the segment character of the PILATUS 1M

detector. Therefore, we decided to follow peak position

changes in the direction along which the force was applied.

The corresponding azimuthal section used for radial integra-

tion over an angular range of 10� is shown in Figure 1 (see

vertical red polygon). The profile of the principal diffraction

peak was then modelled assuming a Gaussian function G(x)

with a linear background. The analytical form of the applied

Gaussian function was G(x)¼Aexp[-(ln2)x2], where x¼ (Q-
Q0)/w, in which 2w is the full-width at half-maximum, Q0 is

the position of the peak maximum, and A represents the

peak height. Q0 and other profile parameters were deter-

mined by non-linear least-squares fits of the Gaussian func-

tion to a set of data points corresponding to the principal

diffraction peak. Since many data points were considered for

determining the peak position, the influence of the error of

an individual data point on the peak position was minimized.

For each integrated diffraction pattern, the shift in the posi-

tion of the first diffusion maximum, Qr, under stress was

determined with respect to the peak position Q0 measured

without stress. The relative change of the peak position upon

applying an external stress r defines the strain as e¼ (Q0/Qr

�1). It should be noted here that any variations along the

X-ray beam direction (sample thickness) are averaged out

due to the given geometry.

Nanoindentation of the Zr53Cu18.7Ni12Al16.3 sample was

performed in load controlled mode. In order to estimate the

reference Q0 value necessary for strain calculation, diffrac-

tion profiles were taken from the same area of the sample

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the X-ray

in-situ nano-diffraction experiment. In

the projection on detector, a real dif-

fraction pattern obtained during mea-

surement is displayed (right hand

side). The red polygon defines the azi-

muth angular section of 10� which was

radially integrated. The top left part of

the figure shows schematic sketch of

the in-situ experiments: (a) performing

the matrix scan on the sample while

applying constant load of 1 N; (b) ver-

tical line scans at different loads (0.5,

1, and 1.5 N).
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before applying any load. In this case, step-sizes of 10 lm

and 5 lm in horizontal and vertical directions respectively,

were used. Then, the Q0 value was determined as the mean

value of 32 independent measurements prior load applica-

tion. Its value was 26.34 6 0.02 nm�1 and within the experi-

mental error it does not vary within the region of interest.

After loading the sample to 1N, the load was held constant

for more than 8.5 h during the whole in-situ XRD measure-

ments. Since metallic glasses do not exhibit drastic creep

effects and the indenter was placed in a temperature con-

trolled environment, the overall change in displacement was

not more than 30 nm over the duration of the test. The area

beneath the Berkovich diamond tip was scanned with a step-

size of 1.33 lm in Y and Z directions, in order to map in

detail the structural changes induced by nanoindentation.

Figure 2(a) shows a two-dimensional map of strain values

obtained from the diffraction data from a 40 lm� 40 lm

area beneath the position of the diamond indenter. The center

of the strain field is localized at Y¼ 35 lm (horizontal posi-

tion), Z¼ 17 lm (vertical position) with respect to the coor-

dinate system used in Figure 2(a). One can easily see that the

region of high elastic strains around the center of the strain

field has a radius of about 7 lm. The maximum elastic strain

measured for this sample and 1N load condition was

�0.65% (negative sign denotes compressive stresses). There

is a gradual drop in magnitude of elastic strains beneath the

tip at distances greater than 20–25 lm from the center of the

strain field. This behavior is demonstrated by plots in

Figures 2(b) and 2(c) showing the change in strain in both

vertical and horizontal directions from the center of the

strain field.

To understand the evolution of the elastic strain field

with increasing load conditions, diffraction patterns were

collected at three different loads (0.5, 1, and 1.5 N applied

sequentially) on the Zr50.7Cu28Ni9Al12.3 sample. The idea

was to explore if any changes in the strain field can be

observed as a function of increasing applied load. Line scan

under the indenter tip along Z direction was performed with

a step-size of 1.33 lm. After every completed scan, the

applied load was increased by 0.5 N at the same position

without removing the indenter tip (see Figure 1(b)). The ref-

erence Q0 value was determined from the data measured

without application of the load. Its value was

26.56 6 0.02 nm�1. Figure 3 shows variation of the elastic

strain along the Z axis beneath the nanoindenter tip as a

function of applied loads. The highest magnitudes of strain

obtained from XRD data were �0.224%, �0.359%, and

�0.479% for 0.5 N, 1 N, and 1.5 N, respectively.

In this study, we have introduced a novel in-situ approach

to study the elastic deformation state of materials by combin-

ing nanoindentation and X-ray nano-diffraction. This approach

was demonstrated by performing fine grid scans on the BMG

sample beneath the indentation which revealed the elastic

strain field in the deformation zone. The strain profile in

Figure 2(a) represents experimentally observed map of elastic

strains in a bulk metallic glass sample during nanoindentation

obtained using real in-situ load-conditions experiments. It is

hoped that this study will pave the way for studying strain pro-

files using synchrotron radiation during micromechanical test-

ing of small volumes. In this way, the nanostructural origin of

the observed strain evolution can be understood and correlated

with the conditions of the deformation procedure. The setup

presented in this work has become a part of the DESY sample

environment group and can be used by user community per-

forming experiments at various beamlines of the synchrotron

storage ring PETRA III.
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FIG. 2. (a) 2D map of strain values

obtained from diffraction data from an

area of 40lm� 40lm beneath the in-

denter in the load Zr53Cu18.7Ni12Al16.3

BMG, recorded at an applied load of 1N.

White dashed lines indicate the strain

profiles shown on the right hand side: (b)

horizontal direction (Z¼ 17lm) and (c)

vertical direction (direction¼ 35lm).

FIG. 3. Position dependence of the strains measured at three different loads

of 0.5 N, 1 N, and 1.5 N, on Zr50.7Cu28Ni9Al12.3 BMG sample. The scans

were taken from the same spot on the sample.
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